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Summer Opportunities
with

UNITED STATES STEEL

and how they can affect your future

UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATIONSUBSIDIARIESare now selecting a limited
number of outstanding engineering students for summer employment. This tem-
porary work has been designed to provide students with practical experience that
will supplement their regular college curriculum. This work may also prove a
valuable guide to the student in choosing his life work following graduation.

The activities of U. S. Steel Subsidiary Companies are so diversified that they.
require qualified men in just about every branch of engineering. And every effort
is made to place these students in permanent positions with
U. S. Steel after graduation.

Your Placement Officer can give you additional information
about summer employment with United States Steel. Why not
discuss the matter with him and at the same time ask him for
a copy of the book-"Paths of Opportunity in u. S~ Steel."

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY· AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY· CARNEGIE·ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION· COLUMBIA STEEl COMPANY
H. C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES· GENEVA STEEL COMPANY· GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY
MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY· NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY· Oil WELL SUPPLY COMPANY· OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY
PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION • PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY • TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY
UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY· UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY· UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY

UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY· VIRGINIA BR!DGE COMPANY



YOU CAN BE SURE •.• IF It~ V\kstinghouse

LET US HELP Y~
CHART YOUR FUTURE

THROUGH THE WESTINGHOUSE

GRADUATE TRAINING COURSE

"What's ahead?" .•. "Where am I going?" Today, more
than ever before, these questions are probably puzzling
you.

Westinghouse has long recognized that the transition
from college to a job in industry is often a difficult one.
Your college training has forged the tools necessary to
start your career. Yet you may be wondering how they
can best be applied, and the fields in which they can
best serve you.

To help you bridge this gap, Westinghouse offers the
Graduate Student Training Course. The chart at the
right shows how you progress with guidance through
basic training, followed by training in your selected
field, to job placement. You may enter almost any field
of engineering, manufacturing, sales or many other
fields--according to your ability, aptitude and personal
preferences. During the past fifty years, this course has
helped more than 15,000 graduates chart their future.
Why not let it help you? G-I0026

Get full particulars about the Graduate
Student Training Course and the oppor·
tunities open to .you at Westinghouse. Begin
planning for your future today. Get your
free copy of the booklet'} "Finding Your
Place in Industry".

~

~~!~.~g4QY§!:
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To obtain copy of Finding Your Place in Industry, consult
Placement Officer of your university'} or mail this coupon to:

The District Educational Coordinator
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
306 Fourth Avenue, P.O. Box 1017
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania

Name, _

College Course _

Address _

City State C-'l
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ORIENTATION

BASIC TRAINING
MANUFACTURING ASSIGNMENTS

A

TEST FLOOR ASSIGNMENTS
•PRODUCT CONFERENCES

SELECTION OF FIELD

SALES
TRAINING

SALES
ASSIGNMENTS•SALES SCHOOL

MANUFACTURING
TRAINING

MANUFACTURING
ASSIGNMENTS•MACHINE OPERATION

•MANUFACTURING
SCHOOL

ENGINEERING TRAINING
ENGINEERING ASSIGNMENTS-ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES SCHOOL

~SELECTED STUDENTS·

ELECTRICAL
DESIGN SCHOOL

MECHANICAL
DESIGN SCHOOL

PLACEMENT IN JOB



Worker or Drone?

WHICH are you-the worker or
the drone? Are you spending

your time in working for a degree or
in seeking the knowledge that entitles
you to that degree? After all, a di-
ploma is only a certificate which in-
dicates that you have the mental tools
with which to practice engineering.
If you manage to slip through with-
out learning the material covered,
you are" fooling not only your pros-
pective employer but yourself as well.

Everyone knows that the post-grad-
uate job situation is tightening up-
that the graduate must now sell him-
self in order to secure a job in the
field of engineering. One thing re-
quired by personnel managers is a
transcript of your grades. Of course,
grades don't tell the whole story, but
over a five-year period they do give
the employer a good indication of
either the student's application to his
studies or his ability to learn in rela-
tion to the rest of the class.

If an intelligent student who is cap-
able of making better grades doesn't
apply himself, he is of no more value
to the company than he who does his
best and is capable of only average
work. The boss will know that, al-
though mediocre, the latter has the
interest of his profession, and hence of
his company, at heart, and may, there-
fore, be a better man for the job.

I t behooves future engineers to
work, not merely to pass quizzes and
"get out," but to understand what is
being taught and in that way secure
a better background and be better
prepared to compete with other men
in their profession. R. L.

Cover

THIS is the third cover design of
a series based on the theme of

"Progress." Aeronautics, past, pres-
ent, and future, has been organized
in both a decorative and realistic
manner. The large silhouette repre-
sents an early primitive two-winged
glider, while the large three-dimen-
sional figure depicts a modern jet
plane, now in use. The design in the
upper right-hand corner suggests a
rocket ship circling the globe. These
three designs represent the past, pres-
ent, and future in aeronautics.
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Variety of Equipment used by

SUPERIOR METAL TREATERS, INC.
Emphasizes the Versatility.of GAS

VARIETY is one of the most characteristic features selecting this equipment Mr. Ehmann determined to
of a commercial heat treating shop--variety of cus- use GAS because, as he expresses it, HDuring my
tamer demands and variety of equipment required to years in this business I discovered that Gas Equip-
fulfill them. ment provided the accurate control, economical

. . operation, and versatility we needed. The precise
WIth a background of 22 rears experience, Evan D. temperatures and speed of heating we obtain with

Ehmann, President of Superior Metal Treaters, Inc., GAS mean a lot of extra production in our
knew just what to look for when he established his shop."
Newark, New Jersey, shop. This modern plant has ...
the productive capacity to cope with the miscellaneous . Wheth~r t~e heat treatrng p~ocess 1S a pro~uct10n-
requirements of many customers. Iine application, or a commercial shop operation, the

flexibility of GAS and the versatility of modern Gas
Key feature of the installation is the versatility of Equipment are important economic factors. The char-

the equipment. Each unit was chosen for its ability acterrstics of GASmake it stand out in any comparison
to perform under a number of different conditions. In with other available fuels for heat processing.

Shop views showing the compact arrangement of the wide variety
of heat treating units, including 2 pot furnaces,

7 salt bath furnaces and 3 ovens.

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION
420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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When Does An Engineer
Finish Exams?

The answer, of course, is'never-not as long as he continues to
be an engineer. As an engineer, every problem put to you, in school
and out, will always test your professional skill and ingenuity.
The next step, then, is to make sure you'll always pass.

Today you're passing those exams with the information you're
getting out of books, lectures and the laboratory. Tomorrow, when
you are out on the job, the lectures and the laboratory will be
gone. But your engineering books will always be there, and to
them you will add the business and technical magazines devoted
to your special branch of work.

Many of the books you are using now and will use throughout
your career bear the McGraw-Hill imprint, for McGraw-Hill is
the world's leading publisher of technical and scientific works.
Pick up the writings of an authority in your branch of engineering
and there's a good chance they were published by McGraw-Hill,
for McGraw-Hill books are the works of the leaders in
technology and science.

In the McGraw-Hill magazine covering the industry you're
preparing for, you will find the news and reports on current
developments in your profession that every engineer and
businessman needs to keep posted. Editors of McGraw-Hill
magazines, for example, travel over 2 million miles a year to
probe for the facts and news they bring their readers.

For the exams you'll always have to pass-keep yourself posted
with McGraw-Hill books and magazines.

McGraw-Hill Publications

330 West 42nd Street~ New York 18, N. Y.
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COR N· I N G ... DOES THE UNBELIEVABLE WITH GLASS

~~!/~M
where it will lead nobody knows

Soon it will be possible for you to step into get an even, soft light through the entire
your home or office and turn on a light room-as well as light channeled directly
that's different from any you've ever used downward through the clear squares to the
before. objects you need to see closely.

From a panel in the ceiling will come This new glass is made by mixing small
even, glareless rays to shine on your desk, amounts of rare metals in with the sand
your chair, your table-but never with un- before it is melted to form glass. These ma-
comfortable brightness, never in your eyes. terials make the whole sheet of glass photo-

The light itself will come from electric sensitiv~-thro~gh and through-so that
bulbs or tubes like those you use now. But any desired design (such as the one men-
it will behave far differently because it will tioned) may be formed inside the glass by
shine through a :~-inch sheet of a new kind a special process.
of gIass-Fota-lite-a recent development In fact, similar photo-sensitive glass is cur-
of Corning Glass Works. rently being used to print photographs in

Formed inside this sheet is a crisscross glass-pictures that can last for thousands
pattern of strips of white glass extending of years.
through the full thickness of ~he gla~s. The Use of Fota-lite for indoor lighting is its
squares enclosed by the white stnps are first industrial application. Many other ap-
crystal clear. plications-such as its use in instrument

Light from the bulb above-shining panels for cars, in street lighting, and in il-
through this patterned glass at slantwise luminated signs-are being thoroughly ex-
angles-is diffused and causes no glare. You plored.

APRIL, 1949

In 98 years of glass-making Coming has
developed glass into one of the most versa-
tile engineering materials there is. There are
more than 50,000 glass formulas on file at
Coming, and the number is growing con-
tinually as new developments such as this
photo-sensitive glass come out of the labo-
ratory.

That's a good thing for you to remember.
For some day, when you've picked the
business you want to work in, one of these
glass developments-or one now in the re-
search stage-may be just the material
you'll be looking for to improve a product
or a process. •
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THAT'S 'VHAT ESTERON 245 IS to tough, stubborn "Teeds
and woody growth.

"1eed and brush control along highways, power lines and
other utility right of ,vays is important. Esteron 245, a close
cousin of 2,4-D, was developed for weeds found resistant to
that well-known compound. It is particularly effective
against woody gro\vth, osage orange, gum, brambles, hickory
and oak.

An unusual feature of this plant hormone-type weed killer is
that it kills by chemical action which accelerates the normal
gro\vth processes, resulting in death of the plant.

The development of Esteron 245, following Esteron 44 and
2,4-D, is indicative of the unceasing effort to better things
that is characteristic of Dow research.

Dow produces more than five hundred essential chemicals
from plants located in Michigan, Texas, California and
Ontario, Canada. These include agricultural chemicals, the
Dowicides (including PENTAchlorophenol-the chemical
that increases the life of wood many years) plastics, which is
becoming a by-word in everyday living, as well as major
industrial and pharmaceutical chemicals.

THE DOW CHEMiCAL COMPANY • MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
New York • Boston • Philadelphia • Washington • Cleveland • Detroit • Chicago

St. Louis • Houston • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Seattle
Dow Chemical of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Canada
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Esteron 245 destroys or
inhibits herbaceous and
woody growth, spares
grass and allows the es-
tablishment of good sod.
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From the Editor's Desk

THROUGH the ages a certain group of people
has always been regarded as the saviors or rulers

of humanity. Their decisions have brought about
peace and war, security and fear, food and hunger,
for millions of people. Fighting kings, dukes; and
knights, backed by their elaborately uniformed gen-
erals, ruled the countries of Europe. Their greed or
ambitions meant privations for a multitude of human
beings. The importance of a country, a state, a
nation, a duchy, or a kingdom was measured in terms
of the number of men under arms and in terms of
bravery of these men and their leaders.

The twentieth century brought a marked change
in this evaluation of the strength of a country. Today,
the number of machines working for a country and
the plant facilities a country has are the important
factors in international politics. The scientists and
engineers have become the all-important pieces in
the chess game of rival nations. Today, not the
number of divisions under arms, but the number
and quality of arms which these divisions have, are
the decisive assets in the evaluation of the strength
of a nation.

The engineer and the scientist have suddenly
become the cornerstone on which the hopes and
prospects of millions of people are built. Their work
and ideas can make one country strong and the
other weak; can make one nation survive and the
other perish. Whether we shall have burned-out
cities or thriving communities today definitely de-
pends upon the results of scientific development.

Can the engineer do a better, a more responsible,
job of guiding and helping humanity than did his
predecessors, the kings, dukes, or generals? He
can if he fully realizes and squarely shoulders his
new responsibility.

He is not only in a position to create things
which will make life more comfortable, which will
harvest better crops, which will produce better
clothes, and which will create better shelter, but he
can also produce the most efficient weapons of de-
struction. Thus his hands hold the means which
will preserve our society. He can make the machine
a servant of the people or he can cause humanity
to be the slaves of machinery. Thus his power is
grea t and his responsibility enormous.

Men in high office who guide the "fate" of
nations seldom realize how much they depend on the
scientific brains of these nations. Only the recent
develpment of the atomic bomb has changed their
outlook in this respect. However, it is the duty of
the engineer and of the scientist to tell these men,
in unmistakable language, that they want construe-
tion and not destruction, that their efforts and
ideas, their work and ideals are dedicated to a better
living and not a quicker dying. Let us not shirk
this important duty. E. S.
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THE man who invests his money in an enterprise
is going to keep his eye on the enterprise to

make sure that his money remains safe. That's
common sense. The same thing holds for the Co-
OPERATIVEENGINEER.The fact that a part of your
activity fee is used to support this publication makes
y?U a stockholder-and hence a part of this maga-
zine.

One of the best ways to "keep an eye on your
money" is to work around it-say, as a member of
the COOPERATIVEENGINEERstaff. After all, each
year some of the staff members graduate and new-
comers are needed to keep the publication ticking.
Anyone with initiative, an active interest in the
magazine, and not a little effort, creates his own
opportunity to rise to a responsible position.

You may read this and say, "That's right; more
engineers should get on the staff-people with a
lot of time and a knack for writing. But me ... "
You may have a point there, but let's look things
over a little nnore closely.

All staff members are students. This means that,
like you, they all have to study. Many have other
activities as well to take up their time. But work on
the publication is not a full-time job-it is often
done at noon or on Saturday.

Staff work is simple. Editors edit. Typists type.
Photographers take pictures. The feature writers
write. Although some of the staff members also
write articles, it is not essential that you be a staff
member in order to submit material to be used in
future issues. If the English isn't perfect, the staff
can polish it up.

But the social life of the staff is not so dryas
some of th~ copy published. Not by any means.
Many of the staff spend their noon hours in the
office to fraternize as well as work. Staff meetings
are held for both sections in order that we ,may get
a chance to see who is in the other section. When-
ever the urge grips us, we plan a party or a picnic
on which we can all Jet ourselves go.

Each year closes with a dinner. At this time,
the editor and business manager for the coming
year are named and keys are awarded to the de-
serving staff members. So if you want to work and
play with us-and learn something about the pub-
lishing business, too-come in and talk it over. We'll
be glad to give you the lowdown.

Our welcome mat is "always out. R. L.
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William Ptitzet , Ch.E. ' 49

FOR centuries the sole explosive after, A. Noble combined nitrogly- The products, although called
known to man was black powder, cerine with nitrocellulose to produce smokeless powder, are neither pow-

a mechanical mixture of saltpeter, Ballistite and the British government ders nor are they entirely smokeless.
sulfur, and charcoal. Although the substituted acetone colloiding agent At present every nation em ploys
date of its discovery and the name of and produced Cordite. smokeless powder in some shape,
its inventor have been lost in obscur- While these developments were in whether cylinders, spheres, pellets,
ity, the fact that the combustion of progress in France and England, strips, or flakes. The process de-
gunpowder produces a volurnirious Mendelyeev, famed for his periodic scribed will be essentially that used
cloud of dense black smoke is well table of the elements, was experi- to produce military powder for the
known. This condition at times be- menting with a straight nitrocellulose United States Government.
came so severe that gun crews, after powder in Russia. Successful tests of
~ring a few shots, became enveloped this powder by the Russian Navy re- Preparation
In an opaque cloud of black smoke suIted in the establishment of a
and were at the mercy of their foes smokeless powder f ac tory in the The cellulose used for the manu-
who had now become invisible. Fur- United States, directed by a Lieut. facture of nitrocellulose is usually
thermore, the bore of their weapon Bernadou, who, as our Naval At- derived from purified cotton linters,
had been so fouled that its accuracy tache, had followed the development although purified wood pulps have
was impaired. Development of a in Russia. been used as an emergency supply.
smokeless powder was necessary to Prior to nitration, the cotton is freed
eliminate these difficulties and to from mechanical impurities inciden-
point toward the science of modern tal to baling, fluffed by a picking
gunnery. machine, and reduced in moisture

In 1836, Pelouze observed the ac- content. Drying is necessary because
tion of nitric acid on cotton and moisture in the cotton (about 8%
produced the firs t nitrocellulose, as received) dilutes the mixed acid
which is the basis for smokeless pow- and in so doing heats the reaction to
der. Further development waited un- an undesirably high temperature.
til 1846, when Schonbein, realizing Passing the linters through a heated
the importance of nitrocellulose, de- tunnel on an endless be1t, against a
veloped its production by using a current of air, reduces the moisture
mixture of sulfuric and nitric acids to 0.5% or less. The dried cellulose
for the nitration. A wholesome re- is weighed into cans, 32 pounds per
spect for the power of nitrocotton container, which are tightly closed
soon arose because disaster followed and transferred to the N i tra tion
attempts at its use. In Austria, guns House.
and even a whole factory were de- On a production basis, four chief
stroyed. The first smokeless powder methods for ni tra tio.n have been
of the modern class was produced by used: (1) Pot Nitration (2) Nitrat-
the French chemist, Veille, exactly ing centrifugal (3) Thomson dis-
forty years after the discovery of gun- placement (4) Mechanical dipping
cotton, when he colloided the nitro- nitrator.
cellulose by means of a solvent-like The last process, the mechanical
mixture of alcohol and ether, thereby dipping nitrator, is the lTIOStgen-
giving a hardened, horny appearance erally used in this coun try. A
to the fluffy mass first produced. cylindrical tank with a conical bot-
Within a short period of time there- tom provided with a bottom dis-
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charge and equipped with two tared buckets, which are transferred
vertical shafts carrying paddles 'is to the, so-called Green Powder Area
used as the dipper. Thirty-two by a telpherage system.
pounds of cotton and sixteen hun-
dred pounds of mixed acid, (945 Ibs, D h d I_

e yl'G IonH2S04, 315 lbs. HNOs, 225 lbs.
H20, 15 lbs. HNOS04) constitute a In order to convert the guncotton
charge. First, a third of the mixed to a usable form of propellant,the
acid is run in, then the remainder is removal of the remaining moisture
added simultaneously with the cotton is necessary. This is accomplished
so that all the cotto~ has bee~ added by means of a vertical hydraulic
be~ore all of the a?Id.. The. time re- press, referred to as the DeHy. The
qU1re~ for th~ mtration IS about upper head is raised and the con-
25 mmutes while a temperature of tents of one bucket of wet nitrocotton
2~o C. is maintaine~. Usually the are placed in the cylinder. The
dippers are arranged m a battery of upper head is then lowered to seat
four .which discharges .into ~ single and the lower head brought up to a
?entnfuge. The chargmg tI~etable w----- predetermined height. Next, enough
IS arranged so that by the time the FIG. 2. "Macaroni Press" absolute alcohol is forced through the
fourth dipper is filled, the first is mass to pick up all the water, usually
ready for discha"rge. The, centrifugal -. . f h f a pound of alcohol per P,ound of

300 RPM h il b e i fibers so that diffusion 0 t e rree
turns at w 1 e e i n g .. .' cotton. The lower head is then fur-l d d b h . ecd d acid IS permitted. . . .oa e, ut t en IS spee.e uP. to " '. ther raised, mcreasmgthe pressure
1100 RPM and held at this rotation Purlfi,cation of the nlt,rocotton con- d forci t l~ h "'I til 1. .. ... an orcmg ou .a co 0 un 1 on y afor about five m t n u t es When tmues by boiling In wooden vats pro- '1'1 tit .. th itro. '. ' . ' . " . sma quan 1 y remaIns In e ill -
stopped the centrifuge discharges its vided WIth large mechanically-driven 111 Th 1· dri I b lccks' - '". ce u osee , e' cy In rIca 0contents thru a 6-inch pipe into a blades, and steam pIpes. In the t ke f th D H' bo t 20

. .. bi ,', d a en rom e e yare a , udrowning pot of cold water below Poaching House It IS su Jecte, ,to . h . di , ,t d 411 • h s. Inc es In lame er an -. /2 Inc eThe spent acids wrung out by the one' 6-hour., one 2-hour" and four 1- the k n d ' f 'd t a. '. . ' IC an are r e err eo" scentrifuge are 'pumped to accumula- hour boiling t,reatments a,nd to ten "h "Th 1 d . t
• ,- " " - - '. ' , • • ! • - c eeses. ese are p ace In 0

tion tanks where they are fortified cold-water washings. SettlI,ng, decan- fib xmtai t 't 1 h 1
• • e . _' - er con alners 0 preven a co o.for reuse with' fuming nitric acid and tation, .and the addition of fresh t· d t k t th M-.

. evapora Ion an ra en 0 e IXoleurn. water takes place between- successive H
boiling and wash treatments. ouse., .

- - The blocks of dehydrated nitrocel-
BOiling S, - lulose a,re brok"en up by h"and withcl'eenlng .

From the drowning the nitrocellu- ~erylhum bronze safety. metal tools,
lose is pumped to the 'Boiling Tub After the last fresh-water wash, SInce the use of mechanical breakers
Hou.se,where it discharges into a the nitrocellulose slurry is passed thru has been found to be somewhat
seven foot high, nine foot diameter a Packer screen, with 0.012 inch slots, hazardous. The nitrocotton of four
wooden vat. The boiling _tub is which retains any unpulped Tumps, cheeses is charged to a Mastadon
provided with a false bottom having Pumping to the Final Wring House 'Blade Mixer, together wi th the
steam pipes beneath, which heat the then takes place, where centrifugals 'proper amounts of diphenylamine,
contents of the tub to 95° and pro- reduce the moisture content of the dibutylphthalate, dinitrobenzene, al-
vide circulation by convection. The pulp to about thirty percent. The cohol, and ether to give the desired
initial boil 'lasts sixteen or more hours centrifugals discharge into a scale composition. Diphenylamine stabil-
and 'contains 0.5% H2S04 as well as room where definite quantities of izes and dibutylphthalate plasticizes
water, thus giving it the name "acid wet nitrocotton are weighed into i Continue d on p'age -34)
boil." The' tub is then settled, the
liquid decanted, and the process con-
tinued with neutral water for three
more boils of eight hours each.

Pulping
The nitrocellulose is now trans-

ferred to. a beater such as the Duplex
used in the paper-making industry.
From two to eight hours are neces-
sary to give the /.required degree of
fineness to the pulp. (General prac-
tice is to add a sufficient quantity of
soda ash to impart a slight alkali-
nity to the water.) The beating
process cuts, crushes, and tears the
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FIG. 3. Detail Drawing of .Extruder
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Gerald Diamond, Ch.E. '53

PRIMITIVE efforts to relieve the they have enough important unsolved chines since Babbage.
strain of mental computation ap- problems to keep a hundred ENIACs This p~ilosopher of the nineteenth

peared over 5500 years ago, in the busy until the end of time. cent~ry did a g~ea~ deal of work ~d-
Tigris-Euphrates Valley, in the form The somewhat more efficient Se- vanclng the principles upon which
of the abacus; this primitive com- lective Sequence Electronic Calcu- our modern-day calculators are rU!1'
puter has evoluted today into the lator, in New York, which can per-
titanic buzzing, clicking, and incon- form in 20 minutes 60,000 multipli- Card Reader
ceivably rapid robots needed to com- cations of 14-digit numbers, makes the A typical calculator is a complex
pute the latest position of the moon, equivalent of less than one mistake multi-operational device. Se l-e cte d
or the effects of the next rise in per lifetime for a human computer. problems must be redesigned and
taxes." Although to predict the moon's posi- printed in a coded manner upon

Although these kingly computers tion at any given moment one day IBM cards by mathematicians for
have been dubbed with nicknames, ahead, requires about 10,710 addi- easy handling in the machine. These
their true and weighty titles offer a tions, 8680 multiplications, and 1870 are then fed into the computing me-
clue to their respective functions, references. to previously computed ta- chanism which reads and evaluates
operations, and uses. The Automatic bles, the Selective Sequence Elec- them.
Sequence Controlled Calculator(Mark tronic Computer does all this in but A card reader consists of a metal
I), the Electronic Numerical Inte- seven minutes. cylinder brushed by a number of con...
grator and Calculator (ENIAC-), the The solution of any mathematical tacts (see Diagram). When a space
Selective Sequence Electronic Com- problem that can be put numerically passes beneath a brush, current flows,
puter, the Mechanical and Numerical on paper today, boils down to five and the. corresponding numbers are
Integrator and Calculator (MANI- simple functions: addition, subtrac- 'stored in the proper rnelTIOryunit.
AC) and several others each have tion, multiplication, division, and re- Other spaces, indicative of unit oper ...
their place in computing today data ference to previously computed tables. ations, move relays or control se-
essential to tomorrow's progress. Though each operation is simple in quence and printing.

II itself, correlation of several or all, as When all the neede~ material for
Speed.. needed, has been the problem con- a problem to be used In one mathe-

An average man with pencil, pa- fronting designers of calculating ma- matical operation has been stored, the
per, and persistence, can multiply
2,156,789,463 by 1,987,437,846 in
about five minutes to get 4,286,485,-
004,620,216,698. Continuing this pro-
cess, turning out ten answers an hour,
and working 24 hours a day for 229
years, he will have completed one of
the fundamental steps in the solution
of a "basic" aerodynamics problem.
The thirty-ton ENIAC will complete
the entire problem in about 130 hours
-with no errors. Digital calculators,
like the ENIAC, are independent of
human intervention; they even know
when they make a mistake! The
ENIAC can perform, in one second,
five thousand additons of 12-digit
numbers, three hundred multiplica-.
tions of 10-digit numbers and in the
slowest cases, find fifty roots or pow-
ers. To provide problems, data, and
instructions to ·the computing wizard,
800 IBM cards a minute must feed
into it. But even with problems simi-
lar to the above solved at the incre-
dible rate hinted at, scientists say that
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ENIAC at University of Pennsylvania

can be detected later. Metal drums,
tapes, and wires employ a similar
principle of charged spots, and a
similar memory uses marked spots on
photographic film, detectable photo-
electrically.

The second inlet is the tabulator of
constants. This part of the machine,
capable of successive approximations
(for finding roots) and interpolation
(for trigonometric functions), com-
putes constants as they are needed, or
having done so some time in the past,
stores them for use when needed. The
versatility of this part of the machine

"Proceed Operations" signal, usually permits solution of partial differential
on a card along with other numbers, equations in a matter of seconds.
comes through, and the machine per- The third inlet is of course a di-
forms the function, storing the num- rect connection frorr: the~~ard-r~ading
bers until another command appears machine and switches which are con-
with the next steps. This process con- nected to the proper 'buss or series of
tinues indefinitely until the problem busses, as well as to the tabulation
is solved. and storage departments.

A number of connections, called
busses (similar to synapses. in.our ner- Typical Operations
vous system) are the functlorung parts
of each unit. The buss serves the part A typical job for the machine
of collector; as it receives impulses, would be:
they are added, subtracted, multi- "Add 3 to the square root of 4 and
plied, or divided until an impulse multiply the result by 5."
sending the results on passes through. The machine would:

Three input devices control every 1. take number 3 from an IBM
operation of the average calculator. card and put it in the constant bank
Firs~ is a "constant bank," a s~orage (box 1)
section where numbers are 'held In the 2 d . 1 t h b 1. . sen an Impu se 0 t e ta u atorform of latent Impulses. Also on hand t fi d th t f 4

. 0 n e square roo ohere are numerical constants, toler-
ances increments and parametric 3. send the square root of 4 (2)
value~. These mus~ be supplied previ- to the constant bank (box 1)
ously by 'card or tape. This part of 4. send the impulses, in order, to
the machine does away with time- an adding buss
consuming reprint work. 5. send number 5 to the constant

bank (box 2)

Memory 6. send the sum of 3 and the square
root of 4 to the constant bank (boxThe problem of storage presen.ted 2)

the greatest and most novel of diffi- 7 d b h b he rnulti
1 . lectri I . Th . sen ot num ers to t e mu ti-cu ties to e ectrrca engineers. ey li . b

. . p ication usscame up with some pretty weird but
effective solutions. 8. send the result (25) to the

A hese i h . d 1 printer.mang t ese ISt e supersonIC e ay
line, which usually consists of a coI- For this simple operation the ma-
umn of mercury in an aluminum tube chine appears to require eight cards
capped by two quartz crystals, so ar- (the actual number is much less, for
ranged that vibrations set up in one sometimes both numbers and instruc-
end will travel to the other end and tions appear on one card), but it
can be deflected. As they are re- would also require this many cards,
ceived by the deflecting quartz crys- and incidentally the same amount of
tals, they can be used or recirculated time, to add 4,633,498,722, and the
indefinitely. The electrostatic memory square root of 863,479,665,925, multi-
device, like the projection tube in a plying this by 928,487; 733,682; about
television set, accepts a beam of elec- one-eighth of a second for the ENIAC.
trons which forms, on a sensitive At the manual end of the machine
surface, a small charged spot, that (for all preceding work has been done
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electronically) the results are printed
on paper tape for re-use by the ma-
chine, on IBM cards for storage, by
typewriters on paper for filing, on
photographic film, wire, tape, and
even in one case (the MANIAC)
graphically on a video tube.

Mark I Calculator
This calculator, finished August 7,

1944, is in use at Harvard U niver-
sity under the direction of Howard
M. Aiken. It works each day, four
hours for Harvard, and twenty for
the Navy, calculating _such data as
theoretical rocket paths in the stra to-
sphere and in space. Fifty-eight feet
long and eight feet high, it is driven

'-.../'
DIAGRAM showing eperetien of the card
reader used in all the electronic calcula-
tors. From the reader. electrical impulses

are sent into the machine.

by a four-horsepower motor. Its tabu-
lator carries tables of loglox, 1Ox,
and sine x, each to 14 places. Operat-
ing at two cycles per minute, its 24
colUlTInregisters (main busses) receive
a cam-timed impulse each cycle. Re-
sults are recorded by two IBM type-
writers and a card punch.

Eniac
This monstrous electronic maze,

better known as the ENIAC, is an al-
most perfect robot. I t can be· fed a
series of instructions, supplied with
sufficient answer cards, and given its
head. Merrily it ticks away until it
makes a mistake, blows a tube, or

(Continued on page 30)
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St. Pal's Dance Integration Nite Bonos Hop

SUBSTITUTE for a slide rule in FOR as long as most of us can T HE third annual Honos Hop
your hands, a girl in your arms; remember, there have been the was held at the Hotel Alms Club

for the glaring sunlight, soft candle- traditional section-change parties Village on March 5 and several hun-
light; for the professor's boring lec-· with each department going its sepa- dred members, wives, and dates can
ture, the throbbing voice of Lorraine rate way to celebrate its release from assure you that the dance 'was a huge
Ames singing to the music of Clyde slavery. success. The music was furnished by
Trask; raise the whole thing to the Now, at last, it is possible for all Clyde Trask and his orchestra, and
450th power and you now have an in the Engine College to meet and while the orchestra rested there was
idea of what you missed if you didn't share the fellowship of their common entertainment by "Daisy Mae" Gigli,
attend the Engineer's Ball! Imagine, griefs ... they called it Integration of the College of Music.
instead of taking a few hurried drags Night. ~he beer and ."set-up~" were free,
on your cigarette between classes On the evening of February 11 which resulted m a high level of
listening to. Freddie Lindemann the some 93 members of the engineer fac- amiability throughout the evening.
singing accordianist, play for ,.you tory (students and faculty) met in the _~mon~ .those w~o added to ~he fes-
while the band takes a break. . _ Gnll of the Hotel Alms for an even- trve spmt by bemg bumped mto on
stead of watching lb' 't' In ing's relaxation. the dance floor were Al Haefner,your a Ins rue- H MG· .tors tell you ho t t Things started with a buffet supper arry c uire, Bert WItte, Stewartw no 0 run a steam R bi .
engine, you watch a good floor show which was brightened with refresh- 0 .mson, Norb W ec.kstelll, Ca~l
_ d . merits generously 'provided by the En- Schindler, Arnold Spielberg, Ernie

an you get an even better Idea of S· I d D B dik .h t . h . gineering Tribunal and the Student lege, an on 0 I er, president
w a went In t at memorable night ! Branch of the O.S.P.E. Following of Tau Beta Pi.

The floor show featured Frank the dinner there was a variety show Mr. and Mrs. William. Stein
Bueche as master of ceremonies; The sparked by Master of Ceremonies Bill walked off under the door prize (in
Delt Rhythm Boys; Paulette Hassel- Callahan. Bill's first entree was the this case, a prize door, six feet by
brink and Dorothy Frickman, the E.E. Department's German band con- three feet.)
Kappa Alpha Theta Duet, in a very sisting of eight of the current inmates The o.rganizations which sponsored
clever act; and, last but not least, the of Swift .Hall. When the laughter the affair were Tau Beta Pi, en-
"Slide Rule Seven from Swift Hall." had quieted, Profs Dickason, Engel- gineering honorary; Alpha Chi
Obviously, the boys from that band mann, and Schultz started it again Sigma, chemical professional fratern-
are ready to graduate for when they ",:ith the~r ~arody on radio commer- ity; .Eta Kappa Nu, ~lectrical engi-
counted off it was in the order of oials, Dignity was restored by the necring honorary; PhI Lambda Up-
"One Two Three Pi F, F' effective songs of the Alpha Chi Sex- silon, chemical honory; and Pi Tau, , ,1, our, ive, M" M hi . S' .,.Six, Seven." tette, isses ary Arc ia, Claire Igma; mechamcal engmeenng hon-

Gunderman, Gean Brownell, Leah orary.
Among the lucky door prize win- Bidlingmeyer, Roberta Ewig, and ALEX BATSCHA

ners were Ensign Tilm, Joe Granin Mary Eggensperger. Ed Larson, U.C.
and Frank Rosen, who received Engineering Graduate of 1924, then
tickets to Harvey, and Jim Masser, announced a $100 scholarship spon-
who received a slide rule (as if he sored by the O.S.P.E. to be awarded
didn't have one). All entertainers t~ the. outstanding upperclassman en-
received prizes, but my bet is that ~neenng student each year at Honor
the Slide Rule Seven were the hap- aYe
piest with their beer mugs. After the last glass was drained and

the last song sung, some went back
A round of applause for the to their slide rules, some to more ad-

smooth running of this affair should ventures, but all agreed that it had
go to Ray Schubert as general chair- been a worthwhile venture and that

~, man of the dance, and to the En- Iritegration Night should become an
gineering Tribunal as sponsor. annual affair.

FRANKBONEM CLINT VAN PELT
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Pictures
1. The Slide Rule Seven played for En-

gine'ers Ball and Integration Night.

2. Crowd at the Enqine er'a Bcrll watch-
ing the Dell Rhythm Boys.

3. "Daisy Mae" Gigli, of the College of
Music, at Honos Hop.

4. Kappa Alpha Theta .Duet as Russian
girls in their se,arch for "Susemnc" at
Engineer's Ball.

Photos by Bill Whitteker
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New Prodnets
Mechanical Brain ders. Because of the simplicity of the Conditioned Air

system, sequence cannot get out of
line, and maintenance is reduced to
a minimum. Cams are designed to
suit requirements; the number of
cams on the shaft can be varied to
suit the need of the particular appli-
cation.

Courtesy: HUFFORD MACHINE
WO~KS, INC., Redmondo Beach, Cali-
fornia,

Curve Plotting
A new invention greatly speeds up

layout work involving curves. The
template can duplicate curves full

Control for hydraulic systems desig- size in a matter ?f second~, saving
nated as the Mechanical Brain pro- much curve plottIng, drawing, and
duces a series of time signals to con- template making. It can be set and
trol repetitive motions of multiple- locked to an~ desired shape, contour,
cylinder installations. The unit em- curve, or radius, and transferred any-
ploys a series of cams mounted on a where for construction or checking
shaft driven by a variable-speed trans- pu~poses. When unlocked, the curve
mission. As the cams rotate, they de- sprIngs back to its orginal position.
press roller bearing followers which Courtesy: ENGINEERING NEWS
actuate control valves. These valves RECORD-Jan. 20, 1949, C. H. Clark
reg late th fl f fl· id t th 1· and W: E. Doggenberg, Phil'adelphia, Penn-u e ow 0 UI 0 e cy In- sylvania,

PRESSURE Regulator for Unit

The unit weighs only 10 lbs. and
occupies only 12 inches of space in
the air supply line. The complete air-
conditioning unit is regularly availa-
ble in % and 0 inch sizes, but other
sizes can be furnished by special re-
quest.

Courtesy: HANNAFEIN CORPORA-
TION, Chicago 24, Illinois.

Electronic Analysis
Chemical analyses and examina-

tion of crystalline structure of sam-
ples weighing as little as one hundred
twenty-eight millionths of an ounce
are possible today on a diffraction
analyzer originated by RCA. Analy-
sis is by interpretation of the diffrac-
tion pattern of an electron beam
directed through a minute specimen
onto a flourescen t screen or a photo-
graphic plate. -

Courtesy: RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA, Camden, New Jersey.

HYDRAULIC Control Cams

RCA

Diffraction

Analyser

For Studying

Atomic Structure

of Matter
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A combination unit for condition-
ing compressed air prior to its use in
tools, cylinders, and other equipment
has been developed. The unit consists
of an air filter, pressure regulator, and
lubricator; it will clean air auto-
matically, control its pressure, and
add atomized oil for internal lubrica-
tion of moving parts in air-powered
equipment.



order of 10 amperes at 110 volts A.C.
They can be specified for normally
open or normally closed arrangement.
One side of the control circuit is
grounded. The other connec~s at an
insula ted terminal in the housing end.

A permanent magnet in the con-
tact assembly backs the stationary
contacts, provides a .magneticfield to
quench any arc,and adds to the
spring force in the pivot to assist the
contact operation. Dimensions of the
assembly shown are about 4;;2 inches
in overall length, % inch between =:M:<;<>?_

mounting hole centers, % inch tube . .
dialmeter.Minimum dimensions of REMOVING ProtectIve Film from Metal
the tube. to specification are ~ inch
in diameter and 1 inch in length. ,

Courtesy: .AIRIT.E P~ODUCTS co., Stripping Lacquer
Los Angeles 23, California,

Polished metal stock may be pro.-
C Drill tected from die mar~ing, abra~ion,

oncrete and scratching durmg cuppmg,
Capable of drilling concrete at the drawing, and forming operations by

Designed primarily for flame cut- rate of two inches per minute, the a recently developed removable coat-
ting of very thick steels, this type of new Tilden rotary drill fin~s numer- ing. The coating is a synthetic resin
torch has been used successfully on ous applications.in plumbmg, heat- base in a solvent vehicle, and may be
sections over six feet thick. The ing, air conditioning, and electrical sprayed, brushed, or roll-coated on
torch may be supported by a bracket installation work. finished metal surfaces.
for cutting and can be used with or . The film remains intact through-
without powder cutting attachments. out fabrication, after which it is

The torch is of the mixer type, stripped off or blown off with com-
using a heating unit to preheat the pressed air.
gases. Acetylene may be supplied The coating is available in a
under moderate pressure from .an variety of colors, and may be ap-
acetylene generator orpress.ure cylin- plied to glass and other non-pourous
ders. The torch finds particular use materials as well as metals. It pro-
in the cutting of large steel mill vides a translucent film which is ab-
scrap for remelting. rasion resistant and shock absorbent,

Courtesy: LINDE AIR PRODU,CTS and which possesses excellent resis-
CO., New York, New York . . tance to water, gasoline, and oil.

Coverage is 250 to 300 square feet
Thermal Switch per .gallon .for a. one. mil. sprayed

coating which air dries In about
The pivot-mounted contact head in TILDEN Rotary Drill three minutes or which can be oven-

this new thermal switch is operated '. d' dried in less than one minute.
and released by an expanding and A serie~ of specially treate sin- Courtesy: MINNESOTA MINING
contracting rod in a stainless steel t~red carbIde. cutters. arrang~d on the A~D MANUFACTURING CO., St. Paul,
sensing tube. At the outer end of the tip of .t~e drIll. provId~s an ImprOVe? MInnesota.
tube is an adjusting screw which is pulverIzIr:g£lct!on which not only IS
set at the factory and sealed for any more rapid, but also leaves t~e hol~s
operating range between minus 75 de- smoother and cleaner... A sIde,~Ir
grees and plus 1250 degrees Fahren- exhaust ~lo.t permits. <iyre ~a:ticl~.~,to, up to ~ignifican~ savings for users.
heit. The contacts are suitable for escape easily, A hI~fl. dnJlm~c~,,ra.te .. Courtesy:'TILDEN TOOL l\!ANp-
operation of a control circuit on the and;;~e>:iQf sharpening cutte~s·.addFACTURING ao,.~Pasadena, California,
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,Cutting Torch

Park Gast, M.E. '52 and Richard Gillespie, E.E. '52
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Mechanicals, get your st: am whistles blowing!
Electricals, have your. v tcuum tubes glowing!
Aeros, tune up your rno '~l planes!
Civils,. put uP. your st~u{,and spans!
Chemicals, mIX a gootl.ij~F.ong Iiquor l

Metallurgic.als, mak.e ..t~~f'. E! e.utecto.id.s thicker!
Bus. Ads, 011 up your co :,ptometers !
Physicists, line up all y "T barometers!

Co-op Day Is Here At t(Jft.~ .
Let's Make It Better T~~hn the Past!!

So that thousands will t come in vain,
Let's ,all be ready to exp 'in
To parents, to youngstj .,,' to everyone .
About gadgets and for ,~,~e and how it's done;
Show them why a pla ~~)lI~S around

While th~ IOCO.tnot~ve '.:...•...•~ ..lstay on the ground;
That sodium chloride .$ farle salt; . "
That the best part inb

j
.,.(> qomes from the malt;

Why income and losses.:~~fre'not .thc same;
What magic .there iSi(d1 "puns en flame.;
How the radio pulls m~A~r out of the air ;
Why energy is only one~~~ EMM VEE square!

, ~.·I(
In Forty-nine, on the Ttqfrlty-first of May,
Let Everyone Be Ready/fi9-~\Co-OP Day! !

I
b'.·.,. . ERNEST SIEGEL

•...... ,•...•'.. ' ..' \l:~
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WHEN civil processes crumble, Mars commands mortal actions for a time. Men'~ souls
evaporate as bodies decay. Weeds arise where once manors stood. Chaotic uncertainties

shatter rigid plans as wild waves might a wharf. Minds seek ungiven rest. Confusion bores into
reasoning.

\ Emotions run a gamut unsurpassed. Men father obscure children. Friends bid forever
farewells. Spouses seek strange companions. Morals become chaff in a wind of human desires.

The sun is tarnished, the moon most lonely. Rainy days that once meant play are moods
that carry forward. T~morrow it may hail, and, breaking windows, expose sinews to withering.
.Snow postpones a victory and a defeat. Hoarfrost on massive metal reminds men that metabolism
must provide a heat or a void will replace protoplasm. No quarter is given mind or body-the
strain will someday evidence itself as 'does the last moan of tired machines in melting.

Minds meditate the might have been. Men clutch glasses-c-despair is a deep. well. Righteous
suffer as the wicked exploit. Self is all, and men withdraw to darkened corners.

·11

Even as the single tree is left behind, the vanquished share the victory. Small niceties are
noted missing. New tongue is sought for kind old phrases, Thick smoke betrays pure social gathering.

Silk stockings evidence an 'aestheticism returning. Artisans apply sleek looks to orange
squeezers. Marble columns creep again into skillful sketches. Precious paintings protrude from
walls which held blank countenance. Sculptured lasses frolic on pedestals, lock arms with amorous
males.

Even on the commons stone lovers scoff at solitude. Printed pages obscure faces on park
benches. Perambulators park along flower-fringed avenues as policemen fraternize. Chipmunks
scamper amid chatterings as robins excavate.

Inside dwellings scores are summed and booby prizes produce laughter. Apples submerge
to escape pursuers. White spheres elude plywood paddles.v Admission of mediocrity allows of
mannered modesty.

Blank spaces in large libraries fill voids in craniums. Men find a wisdom of word and
action emphasized by historical antecedent. Soapboxes strain in every. fiber. Moral debate seeks
to wrest the gavel from might.

Men would seem strengthened in propriety.

III

Some strange quirk of season anticipates that buildings globate figures must be, else un-
usual winds shall fold them over unrecognizable. Elevators are designed to plunge into the
bowels of Earth even as some slither skyward.

IV
Confusion bores into reasoning. When civil proc~§ses crumble, Mars commands mortal

actions for a time.

TAU BETA PI PRIZE ESSAY
DAN ANTENEN

:20 COOPERATIVE" ENGINEER
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Aeronautics. There he saw much
of Dick Krebs~ E.E. ~38" Ph.D. ~42,
who is still with NAC,A. Within a
year, Don was sent to Princeton
University as a research associate in
physics, working on' a project involv-
ing instrumen ta tion for telemetering
from rockets. At the end of the war,
he stayed on at Princeton as a teacher
in electrical ,engineering and cosmic
rays. Meanwhile, with the help of
Dr. Podolsky, Don completed the
thesis that was the basis for the Ph.D.
from the University of Cincinnati
in,J945.

COSlIlic Ray Scientist

THE COOPERATIVEENGINEER i:
especially proud of the succes:

attained by one of its former editors
Don Montgomery. He has authorec
a book on COSMIC RAY PHYS·
ICS and is now employed as ~
liaison scientist in the Ballistic Re-
search Laboratories at Aberdeer
Proving Ground, Maryland. In 193~
Don graduated from the Universitj
of Cincinnati with the degree ol
Ch.E. During his undergraduatE
years, he participated in such activi-
ties as editor of the COOPERATIVEEN-
GINEER, Student Council, A.I.Ch.E.;
Omicron Delta Kappa, Tau Beta Pi;
Alpha Chi Sigma, and Phi Lambda
Upsilon.

Start as Physicist
Dr. D. A. Wells of the Physics De-

partment interested Don in life as a
physicist, and Doctors Dwight and
Balinkin helped him get started as
an assistant in the Physics Depart-
ment. The next year Don was
awarded the Hannah Fellowship at
Cincinnati, where he studied mathe-
matics and theoretical physics.

In 1941, he took an assistantship
at Cornell University, where he stu-
died under Prof. H. A. Bethe, world
famous for his work on fundamental
problems in quantum mechanics, his
theory of the nuclear cycle to explain
the burning of the sun, and his con-
tributions to the development of the
atomic bomb.

Instructs at U. C.
Cincinnati was fortunate to have

Don join the Electrical Engineering
Department at the University of Cin-
cinnati the next year, where he
taugh t and acted as liaison agent be-
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Mike Cunningham, M.E. '51 and Jerry Scbilmeister, E.E. '50

tween the Physics and Applied In the spring of 1946, Don was an
Science Departments. assistant prof essor in physics at

The Navy welcomed Don's enlist- Princeton. At that time he saw fit to
ment and promptly sent him to the accept an offer as Scientific Liaison
National Advisory Committee for Officer with the London branch of

the Office of Naval Research. With
him was George Sease, Ph.D. ~46.
The group of about eight scientists
tried to cover the physical sciences to
keep American scientists informed of
the activities of their European coun-
terparts. During Don's work on cos-
mic rays, he was fortunate enough
to work as a Research Fellow in the
Manchester laboratory of Prof. P. M.
S. Blackett, who has just received
the Nobel Prize for his discoveries in
the field of cosmic rays.

Convivial Person
By this time, the reader may have

crossed Don off as a stuffy scientist,
Such is not the case, for he is a con-
vivial person, well remembered for
his wit, songs, and all-around good
humor. His European travels have
left him ready to discuss seriously the
merits of the Poles, Britons, Danes,
Swedes, Russians, Gcr m a n s , and
French.

Now Don is employed as a phys-
icist at the 'Ballistics Research
Laboratories at Aberdeen Proving
Ground working on cosmic rays, nu-
clear physics, and topics n.c.e, (not
classified elsewhere) . Jules Simon,
Ch.E. '40~ and Doug Vest~ Ch.E. "41"
(another ex-editor of the COOPERA-
TIVE ENGINEER) are fellow employes
there.

The career to date of Don Mont-
gomery,Ch.E. '39, Ph.D. '45, should
be an inspiration to all. This thirty-
year-old former resident of Erlanger,
Ky., has indeed made a name for
himself and for the University of
Cincinna tie

C Continued on page 26)

Dr. Don Montgomery



FOAMING OR CLEANING?
Burton Baitei), Ch.E. J 50

nates, and other complex fatty acid
derivatives of alipha tic sulfonates.
That the chemistry of detergents is
a field of study in itself possibly ex-
plains why many detergent manu-
facturers are investigating the field
of toothpastes. Some of the many
requirements of a foaming agent in
toothpastes are purity, whiteness, sat-
isfactory taste qualities, and harmless
chemical action. Many detergents
require acidic or basic media for
proper functioning, also involving
cation and anion properties of each
agent. Recent work in this field has
led to an acetone wash of such com-
pounds to elirninate the bad tasteo
Aside from the foaming property, the
main purpose is that of distribution of
the paste throughout the mouth. Sev-
eral pastes are described in advertising
as getting the foam between the teeth
and in many isolated spots to wash
out dirt to further aid in cleaning
the teeth. I t hardly seems possible
that the hardest structure in your
body is capable of being cleaned by
the rinsing action of foam. False im-
pressions are so formed and lead to
the belief that the paste with the
most foam is doing the best job of
cleaning your teeth.

Abrasives, which constitute the sec-
ond main ingredient in toothpastes,

H AVE you ever stopped to con- in their advertising they all claim ex- remove dirt, stains" and other unde-
sider what is in that tube of cellent cleaning results from chem- sirable films on the teeth. Their

paste which you use twice a day? icals such as "Irium." proper use is of greatest importance
Possibly, like millions of other peo- Just how close could you come to because, if the person can feel small

ple, you never have, but just continue guessing the ingredients of your fa- particles of grit, he is led to believe
using a particular toothpaste or pow- vorite toothpaste? Perhaps you would that further use of this paste would
cler, which ever you like better: but say-chalk, soap, water, and flavor. cause wearing down of the tooth
on what basis do you pick your tooth- As a matter of fact, the taste of soap structure.
paste-advertisements, flavor, or rec- would be far from suitable for a tooth- In many of the market toothpastes
ommendations from your dentist? paste, and popular .dcmand would cer- today there is little or no abrasive
Needless to say, the choice made by tainly fall off if the foam from brush- action except that which accom-
you and others is quite often not the ing your teeth tasted like the soap panies the normal particle size of
best, and for this reason we are only which you used for washing your the base. Many of us visit our den-
fooling ourselves as to the results hands. In many of the older pastes, tists several times a year to have
achieved. Perhaps your choice is well soap was satisfactory, but in order to our teeth cleaned; but shortly after-
founded on experience, but no doubt provide both better flavor and more wards we notice a film of dirt or
there is a question in all of our minds foam, foaming agents are now used. tartar collecting on the teeth from
as to which is the best paste. As previously explained, soap is a smoking or from types of food which

There do not seem to be special thing of the past for toothpastes, be- we eat. It seems apparent that our
pastes on the market which lay claim cause of its undesirable taste; and it toothpastes of today are not doing a
to be for smokers, heavy eaters, or is even inferior in foaming properties satisfactory cleaning job.
those with the most dental caries, but to alkyl sulfates, alkyl-aryl sulfo- (Continued on page 32)
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Aerial cable gets pro-
tective wrapping before
going underground.

A highway near Ann Arbor, Michigan, was being
widened. This meant that a telephone pole line
had to come down. But the cables it carried were
too busy and too important to be cut. They had
to remain in constant use.

Telephone engineers got busy.
Within two months, cables along the five mile

stretch were "buried alive" -with every circuit
in service all the time. Every inch of cable was
given a protective wrapping to make it suitable
for underground use. Streets, highways and rail-
road tracks were crossed. Work was done at
night to avoid busy-hour traffic. Yet not a single
telephone call was 'interrupted.

The skill and initiative of the telephone en-
gineer are important reasons why America has
the finest telephone service in the world-at the
lowest possible cost.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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SENIORS depart from year to
year, but activities go on forever,

and winter does not seem to have
frozen the spirits of the undergrads.
This is reflected in the many gather-
ings that have been taking place.
Somebody else will tell you about
such matters as Co-op Day, Honos
Hop, Integration Banquet, and the
Engineers' Ball. With so many other
affairs in the news, we will stick to
the activities of the departments and
give their highlights.

Eta Kappa Nu
Five lucky (?) men from Eta

Kappa Nu, the electrical engineering
honorary, journeyed south to Knox-
ville, Tennessee. While enjoying
Southern hospitality, they managed
to find time to help organize a
similar chapter at the Univ. of Ten-
nessee. Could the day-dreaming of
those five men, since their return, be
attribu ted to visions of Southern
loveliness?

On February 26, the fraternity
initiated nine new members. They
were honored at the Honos Hop in
which the chapter participated.

TEC-TIVITIES
Frank Bonem, M.E. '51 and Duane Applequist, M.E. '51

Chemicals

Congra tula tions
to Al Goldfarb,
who was awarded
a pin and certifi-
cat e fro m the
A.I.Ch.E. for having the highest
scholastic average in his first three
years in school.

The Chemicals are continuing the
practice of showing movies every
Friday at 12: 30 in Room 22 of the
Chemistry Building. Among the more
interesting pictures was "The Shape
of Things to Come."

One hundred and thirty funnel

polishers attended the last Chemical
section change tea and crumpet out-
ing. Among those enjoying the fun
were Prof. Tour and Mr. Dewey.

Sports pictures and music are still
being presented every Monday and
Wednesday noon.

Mechanical

At their regular
monthly meeting, the
Mechanicals heard a
talk by Dr. Max
Kronenburger, con-
sulting engineer and
author, whose topic was "30 Years
With a Slide Rule." Dr. Kronen-
burger's interesting talk was given
weight by his having been a professor
at the University of Berlin and hav-
ing served as a consultan t to the
Secretary of War during World War
II.

The annual joint meeting of the
senior and student branches of the
A.S.M.E. was held at the society's
headquarters. Papers were presented
by students Vernon Corbin, Fred
Stork, and Robert Schlueter on the
respective subjects of "Mechanical
Dehumidification," "Barrel Process-
ing," and "A Graphical Solution to
Problems of Radiant Heating."

On December 18, Pi Tau Sigma,
mechanical engineering honorary,
initiated twenty-three new members.
The initiation was followed by a
banquet at the Hotel Netherland
Plaza. Over fifty people attended,
including Professors Bunting, Smith,
and Baldwin. The speaker for the
evening was Mr. Carson Hoy, Coun-
ty Prosecuting Attorney, who was one
of the most enjoyable dinner speakers
ever heard by the group.

e Continued on page 28)
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partners in creating
K & E drafting instruments, equipment and materials
have been partners of leading engineers for 81 years
in shaping the modern world. So extensively are these
products used by successful men, it is self-evident that
K & E has played a part in the completion of nearly

every American engineering project of any magnitude.

J
LJI~LC"'.,,.~

D,.a'Un~. R"rot!u(:IIJ1f,
Su",,)';n~ Egu;lmml

lind Mat,rials.
Slid, Rulls,

M,asurinz Tal".

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
EST. 1867

NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J.
Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit

San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal
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What these man-made gems mean to you
SYNTHETIC STAR SAPPHIRES like this one, which only the and lighting. It's a part of our swifter, safer transportation
finest of nature's stones can equal, are now made by man. systems ... our communications ... our progress in con-

Yes, Union Carbide-which since 1942 has madesyn- struction.
thetic crystals for precision instruments and other indus- The people of Union Carbide work with a vast range of
trial uses- today produces the loveliest of synthetic star Alloys, Chemicals, Carbons, Cases, and Plastics. They are
sapphires and rubies for personal wear. constantly perfecting new processes. · . and producing hun-

But far _moreimportant to all of us are the research and dreds of materials · · · for the use of science and industry
technical skills ... the work with extremes of heat and to benefit mankind.
cold, with vacuums and tremendous pressures · · . that lie FREE: You are invited to send for the new illus-
behind these superb jewels. Thetesearch and skills that trated booklet, "Products and Processes," which

, . .. shows how science and industry J use U CC' s
produce today s better materials ... used by Industry In Alloys, Chemicals, Carbons, Gases and Plastics.

turning out numberless products.

The same research that brings these man-made stars UN ION CARBI DE
within our reach ... brings us, too, man-made leather and . ..
rubber. It also gives us today's better food, clothing, and ARb CARBO~ CORPO..R.A..TIOH
shelter. It helps us resist disease. It improves our heating 30 E A S T 42 N D S T R E E T 11m NEW YO R K 17, N. Y.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ad~~arkedProducts~~iv~ionsand UnUsinclude~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LINDE Oxygen • PREST-a-LITE Acetylene • PYROFAX Gas • BAKELITE, KRENE, VINYON, and VINYLITE Plastics

NATIONAL Carbons • EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries • ACHESON Electrodes
PRESTONE and TREK Anti-Freezes • SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS • ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals • HAYNES STELLITE AlIoys
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ALUMNI ment of the Engineering College. (1947). He is now Assistant Dean

( C
. d], I 21) Mileposts during his service at the and Director of Admissions, Co,llege

ontinue rom page U·· hi Ph D . M h f E" d P - f f' ' nlverSIty were 'IS . . In at e- 0 ngIneerIng, an roessor 0

FrOID 'LetterlDan to ma~ics. in 1933, and his p~plishing Mathematics.
(with Professors E. S.SmIthand Professor Justice is active as a

Man of Leiters Meyer Salkover) the text books Cal- director of the Engineering Society

THERE was a time, when en- culus (1938), Analytic Geometry of Cincinnati, a member of the Gen-
gineering students starred in the (1943), and Unified Calculus eral Council of the. American Society

three sports at U. C., believe' it or for Engineering Education, a membe! '
not! A striking example is found in- of the Executive Board of the Mathe';
the record of ASSIstantDean Howard matics division of the American So-
K. Justice, C.E., 1919. He was -a ciety for Engineering Education, a
letterman in football basketball and member of the Mathematical Asso-
one year captained' the bask~tball ciation of America, as well as the
team. The Cincinnatian of that pe- American Mathematical Society, and
riod describes him as one of the best a Fellow of the Ohio Academy of
tacklers on the. football team. Science.

Besides his sports activities, Profes- Clarence A. Watso.n" ComE )36) is
sor Justice was a member' of Tau administering the co-operative pro-
Beta Pi" Sigma Sigma, and the Braun gram of the Technological Institute
Civils (a forerunner of the student at Northwestern U ni versi ty, pat-
branch of ASCE). Somewhere in terned after the University ofCin-
between he co-oped on the Hopple cinnati program.
St. ~iaduct in Cinc!nnati .and for the James A. Broadston, ME )34" au-
~altImore and OhIO ~aIlroad. For thor of "Control of Surface Quality"
two years after. graduation he worked has .received world wide recognition
for the same railroad, for his studies in surface roughness,

It was in 1921 that Professor _Jus- his work, having been translated into
tice joined the Mathematics Depart- several foreign languages,Prof. Howard K. Justice

HOW BALLS ARE
MADE ROUND ,~

The making of steel balls is similar in principle to
Grandma '5. method of forming and rolling butter be-
t~een two paddles. In large lots/ the balls are put
through a succession of grinding machines/each ma-
chine doing a finer job than the last/ until accuracy
of one 25-millionth of 'an inch has been achieved.
6SJ~W Industries/ lnc., Philadelphia 32/ Pa. 6591

-_.~~-
BALL & ROLLER BEARINGS

• Send for. free copy 01 Cat./og No. 263, "How Are B.lls Made Round?"
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For Measuring
RADIOACTIVE
EMISSION

------_.~-_..~._--

Pocket Gamma Ray Dosimeter
A personnel protection instrument to measure cumu-
lative exposure to x- or gamma rays. The cylindrical
case contains an ionization chamber and a quartz fiber
electrometer. Optical system enables position of the
fiber to be read easily upon a 40-division translucent
scale. Standard range 0-200 milliroentgens. Size 4~"
x~" dia.

Other Cambridge Instruments
LINDEMANN-RYERSON ELECTROMETER has high sen-
sitivity and good stability. Does not require leveling.
When reading, the upper end of the needle is observed
on a scale illuminated through a window in bottom of
case. Size 8.3 x 6.5 x 3.5 em.
"CHANG and ENG" FAST NEUTRON DETECTOR follows
closely original design of U. S. Atomic Energy Com-
mission. Consists of twin ionization chambers, Linde-
mann Electrometer, reading microscope and dry cells.
Self-contained.
PRECISION IONIZATION METER (Failla Design). A
complete instrument for null methods of radioactivity
measurement where background radiation effects
must be eliminated. Operated from A.C. outlet.

Send for complete information

CAMBRIDGE INSTRUMENT CO., INC.
Pioneer Manufacturers of Precision Instruments
3756 Grand Central Terminal, NewYork 17, N. Y.

Gaging work using Exter-
nal Comparator No. 951 and
Amplifier No. 950 •.

Adaptable to many special ap-
plications such as sorting and
quality control devices. Simple
setting provides readings of
.0001" to .00001". Intermediate
settings can be made easily to
match prescribed tolerance limits.
Equipment includes: amplifier

unit; external and internal com-
parators; gage head cartridge
for iig or fixture mounting; signal
light attachment. Write for cat-
alog. Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.,

BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO. OB-~
Providence 1, R. I., U. S. A.

TEe- TIVITIES
(Continued from page 24)

Eleclricals

The Electri-
cals have been
h u In min g
right along on
A.,C. and D.iC.-
current, hav-
ing had several well-attended func-
tions during the winter season. At a
January luncheon meeting) Mr.
Chick Allison, Sales Manager of
WLW-T,' spoke on "Television
Program Production." The I.A.S. at-
tended as guests. On February 9 the
EE's broke the circuit and took off,
one hundred strong, to the Columbia
Park Power Station of the Cincinnati
Gas and Electric Co. Of special in-
terest were the water-cooling system,
the hydrogen-cooled turbines, and
the control room.
The A.I.E.E. section change brawl

at the Gas and Electric Co. hall was
a huge success and the large turnout
has Ross Stephens, social chairman,
searching for a larger hall for the

28

next party. Besides food, beer, and designs submitted for keys, the best
dancing, the party featured "The entry was chosen and the key as
Slide Rule Seven from Swift Hall," pictured above is now on order. Any
an amazing German band which had one interested in having one should
the crowd in an uproar. contact Richard Klaus.

o. S. P. E.'
A t a noon meeting of
the O. S. P. E., Jo.hn
Mulvey gave a briefing
on the State Board Ex-
aminations. It was
pointed out that sen-
iors could take their examina tion in
January of their senior year. Peti-
tions were circulated through all de-
partments to determine how many
seniors would want refresher courses.
It was found that 90% of the stu-
dents desired them. The courses will,
therefore, be given in the third term.
President Jerry McGuire sent out

an S.O.S. for any man that wishes
to serve on the committees of the
organization. With elections coming
up in the near future, petitions for
nominations are now in order.
After careful consideration of the

Civils

At the Jan-
uary meeting
the Civils
presented
Mr. Carl
Vogt who spoke on the advantages of
working for a consulting engineering
firm.
On the night of February 18,

"Twin Oaks" became four oaks as
the A.S.C.E. celebrated their section
change. Jim Cook's art of manipu-
lating a rubber lizard was not appre-
ciated by the ladies present.
At meetings during March, senior

students presen ted papers to the
parent organization, and heard Mr.
Rieser from the Pennsylvania Rail-
road speak on job opportunities in
railroading.

(Continued on page 36)
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DIVIDENDS TO STOCKHOLDERS

3.19p

HOW TO DIVIDE UP A DOLLAR

••• the American Way
\

It may interest you to know the mistaken cents. We show above where the rest of that
notions most folks have about the profits of dollar went. Nearly half of it in wages, sala-
American companies. ries, and employee benefits, to Alcoans. AI-

They tell interviewers that they think such most another half for materials and services
companies are entitled to make 12 to 15 cents we bought. Over six and a half cents for taxes.
on every dollar of income, as a fair return. The dollars-and-cents story of Aluminum
Yet, they add, it's their guess that manu- Company .of America represents the kind
facturers actually do make about 25 cents! of facts you'll get from any typical Ameri-

The facts are that in normal years Ameri- can enterprise. Facts that show a fair return
can companies average about nine cents for a good product.
profit per income dollar. By dividing up a dollar, the American
-Take Aluminum Company of America in way, Alcoa has provided secure employment

1947, for example. Out of each dollar re- for 46,000 aluminum workers and has helped
ceived last year by Alcoa and its subsidiaries, America to gain world leadership in alumi-
the net profit amounted to less than eight num production and research.

IALCOAI·EJ~~""i
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WAGES, SALARIES,
EMPLOYEE, BENEFITS

41.53s! ~

DEPRECIATION 2.429

....•...

TAXES 6.549

-•..•:~:-"'-..;;;

MATERIALS,
SERVICES BOUGHT

41.68s!
/

REINVESTED IN BUSINESS

( 4.64s!



CALCULATORS this computer was installed January able connections, 12,000 electronic
(Continued from page 13) 27, 1948, at th.e IBM office !n New tubes, 21,400 relays, and 4,500 miles

. . . York. Each unit of the machine (see of wire-enough to stretch across the
finds .th~ desired result; warnmg SIg- diagram) has its punched card core United States and half-way back.
nals indicate the when, where, and number, but is in itself a "thinking"
what, respectively ~f these occur- unit. Merely sufficient data and an
rences. About 100 times -faster than outline of the desired process need be M •
the Mark I, the ~NIAC has not yet given the machine, which, after a GaiGe
been presented with a pro?lem too little thought, interprets detailed in- Better know as t:p.eMANIAC, this'
tough for it to solve. Physically t~e structions from these. As these may machine is still in the construction
most intricate and complex electronic necessitate the use of 'the same num- stage. Being built by John Von Neu-
device in the world, the ENlAC. has ber, function, or series many times, mann at the Institute of Advanced
half a million soldered conn~ctlons, the machine's "Selective Sequence" Science at Princeton, the machine
70,000 resistors, 1~,000 capacitators, provision goes into action, presenting closely follows its prototype, the
and 18,000 electronic tubes. the repeat data or operation again ENlAC. In addition to having only

This thirty tons of assorted relays, and again· when and where it is 1,000 tubes, the calculator lacks the
radio tubes, and wire was conceived needed. This eliminates the former elder machine's cumbersome dolly-
and installed by two brilliant young necessity of supplying thousands of mounted programming tables. Its
engineers, Dr. John W. Mauchly (38 copies of punched cards, each con- smaller size does not by any means
years old) and J. Presper Eckert, Jr. taining the same operation. detract from its speed, for 'although
(26) at Moore Electrical Engineering Each of the machine's two card no exact figures are as yet available,
School, University of Pennsylvania. readers has eighty brushes and can it is rumored to be as many times

The machine consists of forty pan- read a total of 32,000 digits a minute. faster than the EN lAC as the .latter
els which in sets of two or three per- This makes 'possible addition and sub- is than Mark I. 'Graphical results, as

, ", I h d
form the fundamental operations. -traction of two 19-digit numbers at well as typewritten, photograp e. '
Portable programming tables facili- the rate of 3500 a second. Results are and punched card answers a:e a~aI1-
tate setting of sequence. stored at 63,000 digits a miriute. able through the calculator s video

Singularly lacking in a pet name, The machine also has 40,000 vari- tube.

/%!!1tl/!{AN1!J g(J(J!I!l!J
Dust Control Systems

A typical Kirk & Blum Dust' Control 'NST ALLATION

Specialists in the design. manufacture and installa- .
tion of Dust Control Systems and Industrial Ovens;
Plating and Pickling Tanks. Baskets and Acid-Fume
Removal Systems; contract manufacturers in All
Sheet Metals and Light Structurals.

THE KIRK & BLUM MFG. CO.
2891 SPRING GROVE AVENUE. CINCINNATI 25. OHIO
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EASY TO READ MARKINGS THAT ARE DURABLE
Lufkin Chrome-Clad "Super Hi-Way", "Pioneer"
and "Michigan" are New and Better Chain Tapes.
Chrome plating over rust resistant base and
multiple coats of electroplating gives a hard,
smooth, dull, chrome-white surface. Wear
and corrosion resistant. Jet black figures
are easy to locate and read. Write for
illustrated leaflet giving complete details.

T::~~~~:~~~.LuFK1!I p:a~~~~~~i:h~g~~S
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Chemists in
Pictures
How ,DuPont and studio scien-

tists solved the problem
of no~sy fBlm

Who'd ever expect to find Du Pont
chemists in Hollywood? When mo-
tion pictures suddenly started to talk,
a whole new series of perplexing sci-
entific problems was born, not the
least of which was "noisy" film.

As you know, sound is usually re-
corded directly on film. If you hold
a strip of motion picture film to the
light, the sound track is seen as a
narrow band of irregular lines. A
light ray passing through the mov-
ing sound track falls on a photocell
with rapid interruptions or changes
in intensity. The photocell converts
these interruptions into electrical im-
pulses which, amplified, reach the
theater audience as voice and music.

If the film has a coarse grain struc-
ture, it tends to give lines that are
not sharp and uniform in density.
Such irregularities interrupt the light
ray-come out as distracting noise.

What could be done about it?
Du Pont scientists of the Photo Prod-
ucts Department started a program
of research, in cooperation with tech-

nical experts from the studios in
Hollywood. They made and tested
scores of film coatings. Finally there
were developed films of exceedingly
fine grain structures.

M-G-M and Paramount were
among the first to use the new type
Du Pont films.The development was
heralded by the press as "another
milestone in the technical progress
of the industry," and in 1943Du Pont

W. L. Foy, Ph.D. in Physical Chemistry,
Clark University, 1947, and A. C. Lapsley,
Ph.D. in Physics, Virginia, 1947, discussing
details of Color Densitometer Wiring Diagram
used in connection with research on color
photography.

outstanding achievements, two of
which have been recognized by
"Oscars.'
~IIII8fAlIIlI!ri:illllllll!llll""?:_-.-._","~,_,,", __:_._.~ _._._ _._."._.

'~· ..·;.,;..iIF.·:·:·._.· .•·A: :::::"...llllII"!l..::::'-'-"::"._lIilo~ •. ~~ ••~~: •

In coarse grain films, the particles of silver are
large and scattered. Compare with Du Pont
fine grain film, right. (Magnified 1000 times.)

The Photo Products Department,
however, is just one of ten Du Pont
manufacturing departments, all of
which engage in continuous research.
Operated much like separate com-
panies, each holds challenging oppor-
tunities for young, college-trained
chemists, engineers and physicists.
Du Pont not only tries to select
young men and women of promise,
but makes a conscientious effort to
help each one develop as rapidly as
possible. Whatever your interests,
you will find here the cooperation
and friendly interest you need to do
your best. As a member of a small,
congenial working team, your ability
can be seen, recognized and rewarded.

<[(lPOfID
REG. u. s. PAT.orf.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING

• •• THROUGH CHEMISTRY

More facts about Du Pont- Listen to "Cavalcade
, of AmerIca" Monday Nights~ NBC Coast to Coast
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Voice and music appear as a continuous band
of irregular lines on this movie sound track.
Any irregularity means noise.

received an Academy Award ofMerit
for its achievement. Now the use of
fine grain films is practically uni-
versal in Hollywood. Actors ..actresses
speak their lines, with no technical
restrictions to cramp their artistry.

You may have a place
in Du Pont research

Had you been a member of a Du Pont
Photo Products research team since
1931,you might have shared in many

--~----- ~-------------

Achievements of Du Pont scientists over the
years have won two "Oscars" from Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

r
Don't miss reading this new

booklet about Du Pont
Send for your copy of
'tThe Du Pont Company
and the College Gradu-
ate." This fully illustra-
ted, 40-page booklet an-
swers your questions, de-
scribes many fields which
may be new to you. Tells
about opportunities in
research, production,
sales, etc. Explains how

recognition of ability is assured. For
free copy, address: 2518 Nemours Bldg.,
WibniugtoD S6, Delaw~e.

WRITE TODAY for "TheDu Pont Company and the Colleg'e Graduate II
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No matter~ow bigthejob

... -- ----------

or how small·
A National Electric Product2
will fjt into your plans. See
National Electric for a
complete line of electrical

roughing-in materials.

WIRES-CABLES-CONDUIT

The ONLY Pencil that
Combines these 8 rests

of Pencil Superiority
I. America's ONt Y 5. Uniform lead

imported draw- hardness.
ing pencil. 6. Perfect repro-

2. Extra-dense, ductions from
opaque lead. pencil drawings.

3. Smudge-resistant 7. Degrees marked
graphite. on all sides.

4. Completely 8. Fine cedar,
grit-free. sharpens easily

Ask for it at your college book store or
local dealer's, or order direct. Only
15~ each; $1.50 per doz.
Also try Mars-Lumograph No.

1018 Artist Pencil $1.00 each
and No. 1904 Artist leads

6 for 60f.

TO,OTHPASTE
(Continued from page 22)

A good abrasive should consist of
the finest forms of pumice or various
grades of mica and shell compounds.
Requirements are fine particle size
with absolute purity, inertness, and
lightness of color.

Included is a graphical representa-
tion of desired effects with the use
of abrasives, where per cent abrasion
content is plotted against relative
cleaning action. The optimum con-
dition, of course, is that of low abra-
sive content wi th high cleaning
properties.

Of greatest importance to the pub-
lic is the flavor which their paste
must have, whether peppermin t,
spearmint, wintergreen, or anise. But
it is important to choose a paste with
an appealing flavor. By trying vari-
ous brands you might notice a
cool tang which prevails after rinsing
your mouth with water; this is
caused by the addition of an old
compound called menthol, which
greatly aids in the final tastes of
toothpastes.

Perhaps a very astonishing fact
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about toothpastes is the retail cost.
We are all familiar with the present
prices of our own toothpastes; but
the chemicals in each tube would

You might ask yourself or a den-
tist, "Which paste is best?" and prob-
ably, as in everything else, 'he an-
swer depends upon your likes or dis-
likes of flavor and composition.
Above all, a DDS could enlighten
you from a dental standpoint; from
a chemical stan dpoi n tit would
hardly be practical for all of us to
investigate each paste as to quality
of ingredients" but a closer investiga-
tion of available products is, how-
ever, advisable on the part of the
public.

Experience in the past four years
has led me to believe that the pres-
ent market toothpastes are fooling
the public with excess foam and
insufficient abrasives, so today we
commonly see many people with a
yellow tinge or other tartar stains on
their teeth. Since the primary pur-
pose is not being achieved, we are
far from having a satisfactory tooth-
paste on the market, and until a
closer regard is given to this by the
public, they will continue using pastes
which do not meet their require-
ments.

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

cost less than four cents, and the cost
of the tube would raise this figure
to nearly seven cents. Comparing
this with the retail costs of the popu-
lar brands, the difference is made up
in advertising, labor, patent rights,
operating machinery, and miscellane-
ous expenses. With this large markup
you can see t hat the percen tage
actually spent for materials which go
into the paste is very small in com-
parison with such an item as adver-
tising.



Change
Your

Mind •••
Most of us have, of
one time or another

by J. L. SINGLETON
Vice-Pres. and Director of Sales,

General Machinery Division
ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURING co.

(Graduate Training Course 1928)

You may be one of those men who knows
exactly the sort of work he wants to do
when he finishes engineering school. I

did. I was going into
straight engineering
work. But I became a
salesman.

I've noticed since
that it's not unusual
for Graduate Training
Course students at
Allis-Chalmers to

J. L. SINGLETON change their minds.
Here, opportunities have a way of seeking
out a man according to his ability. Some-
times these opportunities are in fields that
he had not fully understood or considered
before. There are so many kinds of work
to do here that a man is almost sure to
end up in work that will bring him the
most in personal satisfaction and ad-
vancement.

Opportunities in Selling
For example-sales. Not every engineer
is a salesman, but at Allis-Chalmers every

",_.:.~.: :.:.:.~.....,. :.~ •...... ' _........ ,." .

salesman is an engineer. Engineering Many Fields Are Open
plays a vital part in the sale of a big steam , .
turbine, a cement plant-or even a mul- Or, maybe you'll change your mind. Re-
tiple V-belt drive. search and development-or manufac-

, ... turing-or design engineering may prove
Ther~ s a thnll In landmg orders- your field. The point I want to make is,

really big ones, such as two 115,000 HP all of these things are open to you at
generators fo.r Hoover Dam-~ll of the Allis-Chalmers. This company is in in-
rolls and punfiers for the .world s newe~t ,timate touch with every basic industry:
and most ~odern flour mill-s-the wo~ld s mining and ore processing, electric power,
largest a.xlal. compressor for use In a pulp and wood products, flour milling,
supersonic wind tunnel, or v?lume sales steel, agriculture, public works.
of small motors, pumps and drives, Orders
like these come through teamwork of en- The Graduate Training Course here
gineering, manufacturing skill, high-level doesn't hold you down. You help plan it
salesmanship and merchandising. It's yourself, and are free to change as you go
good to be a member of such a team. along. You work with engineers of na-

If h bilit d I . t d tional reputation-divide your time be-you ave a 1. I Y an a eamng owar
I k '11hIt f h tween shops and offices-can earn ad-sa es wor ,you ave p en y 0 c ance .. .

t t t d d 1 ·t t AIr Ch 1 vanced degrees In engmeering at theo .es an eve op 1 a . ~s- a mers same time.
during your Graduate Training Course.
Then you take your place in a Coast-to- Those are some of the things that ap-
Coast sales organization-perhaps even pealed to me 23 years ago. They're still
in a foreign office. good.

.•; ,_:;~?::::::::-.:.:..:.>.:'*:;:> · ...:.-·,.·.•'w; ...···..;;:;::t:"(:>.;·;.:·:··· '~

One of the three 80,000 kw Allis-Chalmers steam turbine generating units now in service
in a big mid-western power plant. A fourth unit is being built, and a fifth is on order.

Write for details of the Allis-
Chalmers Graduate Training
Course - requirements, sal-
ary, advantages. Representa-
tives may visit your school.
Watch for date.

ALLIS-CHALMERS MFG. co.
Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin

ALLIS·CHALMERS~~
One of the Big 3 in Electric Power Equipment-Biggest of All in Range of Industrial Products

·":W¥4\W}?WT7r/,:$W@7'7· ':~..-
Front-line man on the A-C team that designs, builds

and sells basic machinery to all industry.

Rotary Kilns are the most gigantic of all
machines. Allis-Chalmers has designed
and built kilns up to 475 feet in length,
12 feet in diameter-supplies all basic
machinery for complete cement mills and
processing plants.
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Additional steam for power generation at the Hudson
Avenue Station of Consolidated Edison Company of

New York, Inc., will be supplied by the World's most powerful
boiler-now on order. High as a 14-story building, it will have a
continuous output of 1,300,000 '1bs. of steam per hr.-2S% more
than its nearest rival also on order
for the same utility. The volume of
water converted hourly into steam
by this unit would fill over ZY2 mil-
lion tall tumblers-enough to serve
8 glassfuls a day to every resident in
Greater New York City; its hourly
coal consumption would heat an
average home for over 6 years!

Making boilers that make history
is an SO-year-old story with B&W.
So, too, are pioneer advancements
in many other fields.

Through its great diversity of
progressive activities B&W offers
unusual career opportunities to
technical graduates in research., en-
gineering, production, sales and
other vocations.

.-

World's
Largest Boiler
for
.World's Largest
Steam-Electric
Plant

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX co.
85 Liberty Street, New York 6, N. Y.

POWDER
(Continued from page 11)

product. Dinitrobenzene adds certain burning character-
istics, whlie the alcohol-either mixture forms the colloid
with nitrocellulose. After sufficient mixing to produce
uniformity, the mass is transferred to a second vertical
press and formed into a twelve-inch diameter cylinder
at fifteen hundred pounds per square inch. This block
is given further homogenizing treatment by pressing
thru a screening or macaroni process.

Macaroni Press
The screening press is a horizontal hydraulic type

which under a pressure of 3000 psi forces the colloid
block thru a series of screens. The green (uncured)
powder emerges in a series of long strands, given the
name "macaroni." The strings are taken to a third
vertical press where they are given a final blocking. In
this form they are placed in covered metal containers
and transferred to the Graining and Cutting House.

In order to impart the proper burning character-
istics to the propellant, perforating the cylindrical grain
is necessary. This operation is accomplished in a
horizontal hydraulic press provided with a special die
such as shown in Fig. 1. The powder as it is extruded
from the die is in long strings like macaroni. Each

(Continued on page 36)
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w. P. FRANKENSTEIN & ASSOCIATES, Inc.

Product Development • Package Design

MIAMI BUILDING • FIFTH & ELM STREETS

CINCINNATI 2, OHIO • MAIN 0680



No MinilDum Balance
Checking Accounts
In order to assist the depositors of this
Bank who issue a few checks each month,
we are prepared to furnish them with a
book of twenty (20) checks at a cost of
$1.50.

Depositors using these checks will not be
subject to any further service charge for
the issuance of checks.

This will eliminate a service charge on
balances under $100.00.

Ask For a Check Book!

THE

WESTERN BANK. & TRUST
COMPANY

CLIFTON HEIGHTS OFFICE:

.Clifton Avenue and McMillan Street
Cincinnati, Ohio

Member: Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

,4 ,salute ... !
to Mr. Co-op Engineer
from Mr. Printer

PRINTING - and what doesn't - re-
quires engineering in so many ways
that books could be wriHen about it.

It is a particular pleasure to produce
a magazine for future graduates that
are certain to improve industry.

S. ROSENTHAL & CO., INC.
22 E. Twelfth StJ ·CH 0710

DAY AND NIGHT

"Printing in Cincinnati. Since J868"

TEC·TIVITIES
(Continued from page 28)

Tau Beta Pi started off the new
year by initiating forty new members,
who were honored at the Honos Hop.
The bright boys took time off from
their studies on January 22 to show
the girls a gay time at Lunken Air-
port Playhouse.

Aeros

The Weston
award was
pr esen ted to
senio.rs Wil-
liam DeMent
and Robert Kroll) who were given
$125 and $75, respectively. CON-
GRATULATIONS! The yearly
bowling party between the faculty
and the senior Aeros was held at
Mergard's Seymour lanes during
March. Results of this match can-
not be published due to the desire of
the seniors to graduate. At a meet-
ing on February 25, technicolor
movies were shown of the newly de-
veloped cross-wind landing gear.
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POWDER
(Continued from page 34)

string of powder coils into an in-
dividual can in which it is trans-
ported to a powder cutter. This con-
sists of a knurled disc feeding device
which delivers the plastic colloid
string to a cutting- wheel, bearing
two knives diametrically opposite
each other and revolving at right
angles to the approaching powder.
There are, therefore, fashioned, per
revolution, two grains of soft powder
which fall onto a conveyor for in-
spection and sorting. The perfect
grains fall into a car for transfer to
the finishing area while the others
are returned to the macaroni press
for reworking.

Blending
In order to render the finished

propellant as uniform as possible in
respect to nitrogen content, solubility,
composition, and ballistic properties,
it is customary to blend each lot be-
fore packing for use. The blender is
a tall building having hoppers on
three of its floors. 'Between these
hoppers are conical baffles which the
powder strikes on descending from
one hopper to the next. This fans
the powder out and thro.ws it to the
various parts of the compartments
below.

The single-base smokeless powder
described finds its chief use in war-
time when it hurls tons of steel and
destruction at the enemy. In peace,
sporting uses consume appreciable
quantities and deep well drilling;
where high temperature stability in
an explosive is important, a small
amount. Modifications of propellant
powder have met with considerable
success as fuel for jet engines. Al-
though its consumption in peace is
inconsequential compared with that
in war, continuous effort is being
made to bring smokeless powder
nearer to the ideal propellan t.

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER
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All size 42
-yet no two alike
Now, photography with its speed and accuracy
measures a man for his clothes quickly and with
precision in every dimension.

Recently a striking new idea hit the headlines-an idea aimed
at fitting made-to-measure clothes more accurately than ever
before. It was the idea of Henry Booth of Amalgamated Textiles,
ltd., and he named it "PhotoMetric."

In the PhotoMetric method, photography scans you with a
wink of its precise eye from before, behind, above, and from
the side. With the click of a shutter it gets all rnojor measurements
plus all the individual variations from a "perfect" size. It
oversteps the limitations of the tape and records contours,
proportions, shape, and posture as well.

later, in the pattern room,
the film is projected and,
in effect, there you stand
while the craftsman
with special calibrated
devices measures your
image in three dimensions-
getting some thirty highly
accurate readings.

PhotoMetric installations
are already going in from coast to coast. It is a fine example
of how photography is serving business, science, and industry-
speeding methods, refining technics, improving products. It may
be well worth your while to look into what the photographic
process can do for you.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.

Advancing business and industrial technics-

~ Photography
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General Electric is not one business, but an organization
of many businesses, offering' opportunities in virtua11y all
the professions. Here three' G-E men brief the career-
possibilities which the company offers to the business
trainee, the technical graduate, and the chemist.

FROM BTC TO TREASURER
J. D. Lockton (Michigan), Treasurer of the company:
HAs an alumnus of the G-E Business Training Course, I
consider it as one of the best possible avenues by which ~
the liberal arts or business administration graduate can ;' i ~
enter into the business life-and the opportunities-of i ~0
General Electric. Every year sees BTC-trained men rise to :I : e
financial and administrative positions of real responsibility i ~;I
within the company." : 0 ~
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twj6'~ CAREERS FOR TECHNICAL GRADUATES
K. B. McEachron, Jr. (Purdue), Manager, Technical Ed-
ucation Div.: tt'there is no ,substitute for real, on-the-job
experience. So we have carefully planned each of our ed-
,ucational programs to include 'Iearrring by doing.' A
wide variety of technical courses are available to those who
want to extend the studies they began in college, whether
they are electrical, mechanical, or chemical engineers, or
physicists, chemists, or metallurgists."

CHEMICAL WRITER. t

Tony Forni (R.P.I.) of the G-E Chemical Dept.: HAtGeneral
Electric I've been able to combine my interest in chemistry
- I'm a chemical engineer-with an interest in advertis-
ing. Result: I'm responsible for advertising and sales
promotion of the amazing new heat-resistant synthetics
called silicones. With research constantly developing new
products needing promotion, there's many an opening in
this technical side of General Electric advertising." I
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